Greetings Friends,

Jim Rohn once said, “all good men and women must take responsibility to create legacies that will take the next generation to a level we could only imagine”.

Lexington Community Foundation provides you with an avenue to do just that – establish a legacy to provide for causes you feel are important. You can ensure continuation of projects far into the future and provide for generations to come. There are many ways to accomplish this, and our administrative staff is here to guide you through the process, ensuring your wishes are achieved.

Looking forward, you will see more information on the proposed construction project for the Foundation’s office renovation. Plans were originally discussed at our annual fall luncheon and continue to evolve as we finalize the project. Stay tuned for more information. Please also mark your calendar for the Annual Key Dinner and Auction in April. Havana Nights will provide a festive atmosphere for our annual philanthropic event. With our online bidding process, anyone can participate in the fun as well as the Friday preview night. Please contact the office or view our website for more details as the time quickly approaches.

Our community is thriving because of your generosity and the Foundation is working to ensure that it continues far into the future for all of us. Thank you for your ongoing support.

Stephanie Buell, President
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**LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION WELCOMES KIM BOOTH TO THE BOARD**

**KIM BOOTH** is a 1983 graduate of Lexington High and has a degree in Elementary and Secondary Education from UNK. She returned to Lexington to teach classes ranging from Kindergarten through high school. Eventually, Kim decided to be a stay-at-home mom, during which time she started an embroidery and a faux painting business, while continuing to volunteer for many school and community organizations.

She and husband Todd have three children - Emilee, Abby, and Brendan - and 5 grandchildren. Kim and Todd own Platte Valley Auto in Lexington and Kearney and support the Foundation's belief in giving back to the community that has been so supportive of their family and local businesses.

Kim will be completing the remaining term of Sir Keevin Hardimann after his resignation. She is excited to be a member of the Lexington Foundation board and has chosen to serve on the Events and Board Development Committees.

Please join us in welcoming Kim to the Foundation board!

---

**FINANCIAL FAST FACTS**

- $5M in total assets
- $23M in cumulative grants to date
- $1.88M in Foundation unrestricted funds, of which
- $1.86M is permanently endowed
- 7.56% Historic return on investments (15-year)
- $2.7M distributed from seventeen Key events
- $3.48M distributed from eight Give BIG Lexington giving days
- 80+ charitable funds
- $23 Million+ gifted to the local community to date

As a 501(c)(3) designated public charity, LCF makes detailed financial reporting and investment practices available to the public. Our financial reporting documents are available upon request.
Sara Rickertsen is an intellectually disabled adult who is non-verbal and has a seizure disorder. A few months after she was born, the family realized Sara had developmental delays. She began seeing physical, occupational and speech therapists at the age of nine months. She attended special education classes from the age of three until she was twenty-one, and she now goes to South Central Developmental Services in Cozad. Sara resides at a group home in Lexington.

Even though she is non-verbal, Sara has her own way of communicating. Despite her disability, Sara has been able to learn and accomplish many skills thanks to her educators and therapists.

Sara’s family has established the SARA RICKERTSEN SPECIAL NEEDS GRANT PROGRAM in her honor. It is the family’s wish to better enable others to continue helping those with disabilities live fulfilling lives. Lexington Community Foundation will administer the fund which will award $1,000 annually to charitable projects that answer the needs of persons living with disability in the Lexington area. The number of grants awarded will be determined by the number of qualified applications received.

The grant applicant must be an organization directly involved in working with physically and mentally handicapped individuals. Organizations run by parents of children with disabilities are supported by this grant fund and are encouraged to apply.

Eligible projects may include ones that provide assistance to individuals with disabilities by promoting health, social and economic inclusion, access to education, professional training, employment, sport, culture and leisure activities. Lexington Community Foundation accepts grant applications any time throughout the year. For more information, please contact the Foundation office or visit the grants page on our website: www.lexfoundation.org.

LEXINGTON REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER DEDICATES PATIENT WING TO EMERSONS

Lexington Community Foundation received funds from the Wilbur and Rebecca Emerson estates in 2014. A portion of those funds were directed to the hospital district for capital improvements. More than $679,000 were disbursed to Lexington Regional Health Center (LRHC) as part of their expansion and renovation project.

LRHC administrators chose to recognize the gift by naming the north patient wing the Wilbur and Rebecca Emerson Patient Wing. The dedicated space was recently completed with attractive lettering and graphics. It gives proper tribute to the generous gifts received from the Emerson family.
WARD BATIE FAMILY LEGACY:
Leaving a gift to the place they call home

Last fall, Sue Batie called the **Lexington Community Foundation** to see if she and her sister, Patricia “Tricia” Luse, could meet while they were in town. The purpose was to discuss their options in directing a portion of their estate to benefit the Lexington area. The meeting was insightful. Here’s their story.

The girls are the last living descendents of the Ward and Carol Batie family. They grew up on the family farm northeast of Overton that was established in the 1880’s by their great-grandparents. The family lived on the farm until their father passed away in 1954 from polio. Their mother moved the girls into Lexington then eventually to California in 1958. Both Sue and Tricia reside in Orange County, California. The farm was gifted to them in their grandmother’s estate.

When asked about the considerations they have given to developing their own estate plans, they told the Foundation that “we are the end of the line” for this side of the family. They realized they needed to take care of many things, otherwise “who else would do it?”

Sue explained, Nebraska is home to us. California is where we live, but we have always called Nebraska “home”.

Both girls have taken the Lexington Clipper-Herald paper for years and have followed the changes that have taken place. They said they learned about the work of the Foundation in the news.

Education is an area that both girls felt was important. In their estate plan the University of Nebraska Foundation will receive funds to benefit the Kearney campus and its educational programs.

The remaining portion of their estate will be directed to benefit Lexington and Overton. Their inheritance originally comes from Nebraska, so they want to keep it in Nebraska. They know that Lexington has needs and like the options of working with the Foundation. Sue comments, “what Dawson County needs now may not be what they will need in the future. We don’t want to be too specific in our gift and will rely on the Foundation to use the funds where they are needed most.”

“*These are the things that have been in our hearts for a long time.*”
- **Tricia Luse**

Tricia added, “our grandparents were founders of the Dawson County Historical Society, so we will direct some of the funds to go to benefit the museum.”

**Lexington Community Foundation** is honored to have gained the trust of Sue & Tricia. We have enjoyed working with them and share their story not only because of their heritage but also because we think others might find it helpful as they consider their own estate plan.
Richard and Phyllis Brown moved to Lexington with their five children in 1963. Richard was diagnosed with rheumatic fever as a young child. As much as he loved them, he could not participate in sports. Through the Jaycees, he started the Lexington youth wrestling program, became involved in St. Ann’s football, and Lexington wrestling. The Browns ran the Lexington wrestling invite, now known the John Higgins Invitational - one of the largest invites in the state.

Richard worked at the Lexington paper, and his coverages landed him in the press room at the Nebraska state wrestling meet for many years. His involvement with youth, coaching, and media at the local and state levels was recognized in 1990 when he was inducted into the Nebraska Wrestling School Coaches Association (NWSCA) Hall of Fame. Upon his death, the family established the Richard A. Brown Wrestling Scholarship.

Richard’s wife, Phyllis, passed away last summer. In her will she directed funds to permanently endow the scholarship. The Foundation had the opportunity to speak with Tony Brown, the oldest of the Brown's five children, last month. He is proud of the accomplishments and involvement his parents had with youth and particularly wrestling. His dad made it possible for kids to do what he wanted to do himself - enjoy athletics.

As it turns out, Tony closely follows the example his father set. He himself wrestled from third grade through college. He has been actively involved in the wrestling program as a member of the coaching staff at Norfolk public schools since 1976. In June of this year, Tony will be inducted in the NWSCA Hall of Fame. This will be only the second time a father and son have received this honor. Tony is a 1972 graduate of Lexington High School.

LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION is pleased to administer what is now two scholarships for the Brown family - the Richard A. Brown and the Richard and Phyllis (Brown) Hendrix Wrestling Scholarships. Tony returns to Lexington each year during Senior Honors Night to present the awards.

The goal isn’t to live forever, The goal is to create something that will.

CREATE YOUR LEGACY

Name LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION as a benefactor in your will or trust.
Design Your Own Legacy

OUR INTERACTIVE WEBSITE CONTAINS TOOLS TO HELP YOU COMPARÉ GIFT TYPES THAT WILL ALLOW YOUR PERSONAL VALUES TO MAKE A LASTING IMPACT

Planned Gift Options
Regardless of the size of their donations today, many philanthropists still wish they could do more, ideally creating a testament to their life and values. Thoughtful planned giving is the ideal way to support your favorite charities in a long-term, sustainable manner while also realizing significant tax benefits.

Current Gift Options
The Foundation accepts gifts of cash and a variety of other assets. With a current gift, donors are able to see their donation at work in the community while they are still alive. Explore the benefits of different types of gifts to evaluate the most effective way to make a difference today.

Visit our website: www.lexfoundation.org and click on the “Ways to Give” tab to discover gift options, both current and planned. Below is only an example of the gift comparison chart for three types of gifts. To compare other gift options, simply click the link on the bottom of the page and select the types you would like to compare.

Let the Lexington Community Foundation help you reach your philanthropic goals.

We are available to assist you or your professional advisors in evaluating the most appropriate type of gift to suit your needs. For more information, please contact the Foundation office at (308) 324-6704.
The Lexington Community Foundation (LCF) thanks its patrons for their continued support. For the past 37 years, LCF has raised $23 million for projects and programs within the Lexington community. The Foundation has now reached a critical stage in our own development and finds it necessary to address deficiencies in the office and to focus on future sustainability.

Built in 1903, the Foundation office is perfectly located downtown on Lexington's beautiful Main Street. Little has been done to the building in over 40 years. It has a multilevel floor, multiple ceiling levels, no insulation and until recently, a leaky roof. As with any property, if it is not maintained, it becomes a liability rather than an asset.

Discussion regarding the future of the Foundation office was started three years ago. Consideration was given to moving the office to different locations. When comparing those costs with the cost to restore the current location, the decision was made to move forward on the restoration project.

Lexington Community Foundation Board of Directors voted last month to move forward on the renovation project. A bid from On Point Construction was accepted and a fundraising goal of $200,000 was set. The architectural concepts to the right reveal a floor plan, that will optimize the space the office has as well as update the space aesthetically.

While LCF has raised millions of dollars to benefit the community, none have ever been raised for the organization itself. Please consider donating to the Foundation’s Office Restoration Project.

Donor recognition levels have been established. The wall will be prominently displayed in the front reception area giving these individuals, families, and organizations permanent association with the Lexington Community Foundation. Honor gifts and memorial gifts are welcomed.

Additional information can be obtained by visiting our website: lexfoundation.org or by calling the office. A project commitment form is included in this newsletter mailing. It is our goal to have the fundraising portion of this project complete in the next month so that construction can begin this spring. Any consideration of support is appreciated!
Office Restoration Project

LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
OFFICE RENOVATION STUDY

LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
OFFICE REMODEL STUDY

LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
OFFICE REMODEL STUDY
LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

KEY 2019
DINNER & AUCTION

On **Saturday, April 27, 2019** Lexington Community Foundation will host a Havana Nights themed Key ‘19 dinner and auction with a Preview Night Social open to the public on **Friday, April 26, 2018**.

This will be the 18th annual Key Event hosted by the [Lexington Community Foundation](#). Anyone can bid! Registration for the silent auction is open to anyone who would like to participate. Returning to Key this year are Wine and Whiskey pulls. New to Key will be a Cigar Pull, including several authentic Cuban cigars!

The Key Dinner and Auction has raised over $4M from past events and has continued to positively impact the Lexington community in a number of ways. Key event proceeds are returned to the Lexington Area in the same year they are raised.
YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS
THE HOTTEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR

Bid Online!

Not attending Key ‘19 but would still like to participate?

Anyone is able to register and bid on silent auction items from any device. The online auction opens Monday, April 22\textsuperscript{nd} and will close at 9:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 27\textsuperscript{th}.

REGISTER AT: QTEGO.NET/QLINK/LCF

YOU’RE INVITED!

PREVIEW NIGHT
Friday, April 26\textsuperscript{th} 2019
Holiday Inn Express from 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Open to the Public No Charge
All Action Items displayed
Complimentary Hors D’oeuvres & Beverages will be served

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR 2019 FOUNDATION EVENT SPONSORS!
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The success of the 8th annual Give BIG Lexington was a tremendous reflection of our community's generosity. A total with matching funds and prize money of over $388,000 will be distributed to 78 nonprofits. Your donation, big or small, impacts the lives of many individuals and families.

By participating in Give BIG Lexington, organizations and programs heightened the awareness of their causes and inspired others to support their efforts. Give BIG may only last 24 hours, but it’s more than just one day. It is a multi-week campaign that ushers in the charitable spirit of giving leading up to the big day. Since it began in 2011, Give Big has distributed over $3.4 million. The impact it has had on the Lexington area is extraordinary.

Thanks for giving! You helped link our community and make Lexington a stronger, more vibrant community.

The 9th Annual Give BIG Lexington will be held on Thursday, November 14, 2019!

YOU made a difference...Thank you!

WESLEY’S STORY

Wesley, a young student in Lexington, raised $170 this year for Dawson County Area Hero Flight. He made customized leather Key chains and sold them at craft fairs and trade shows for a small donation.

Many people in Wesley’s family have served in the military and he wanted to find a way that he could celebrate them by giving back to his community. He said it made him feel “very happy” to have made so much money. “It was just key chains.” Wesley learned how to make key chains with his dad, who also makes leather goods.

In the future, Wesley hopes to expand his leather making into bigger items, including belts. When asked what he would say to inspire other youth, Wesley told the Foundation that it is important to “be respectful to your elders. Giving back can be easy if you find something you really enjoy doing.”

Small people with big hearts . . . can achieve amazing things! The Foundation has witnessed support from people of all ages for Give BIG Lexington. Thank you, Wesley, for inspiring others and being an example for youth.
We are once again pleased with the results of Give Big Lexington. In 2018 the GBL event raised $336,850 for 78 non-profit organizations in and around Lexington. The Foundation is excited to play a part in this fundraising effort and appreciates the generosity of all donors that participated.

Preparations are well underway for the 2019 edition of KEY. The KEY serves dual purposes; as a celebration of what we can achieve together in our community, and as a major source of funds for the work of the Lexington Community Foundation. Monies raised at KEY are the single largest source of funding for the operation of the foundation. The generosity of donors and guests is quite literally key to the future success of the Lexington Community Foundation.

Mark your Calendars for 2019 LCF Events!

- Key Dinner and Auction: April 26 & 27, 2019
- Fall Luncheon: November 6, 2019
- Give BIG Lexington: November 14, 2019

2018 HONOR GIFTS RECEIVED
Honorary gifts made to the Foundation are a great way to pay tribute to someone special or to dedicate a gift in their name.

In honor of
Al Copper
Linda Shaw (HOMES)

In honor of
Ed Darby
Scott & Jennifer Mitchell

In honor of
Kay Denker
Sarah & Bill Carver

In honor of
Heather Devine
Linda Shaw (Club 180 Downtown)

In honor of
Melanie Gomez
Linda Shaw (Parent Child Center)

In honor of
Dr. Hansen & Staff
Mike Jeffrey

In honor of
Scott & Amy Hill
Mike Jeffrey

In honor of
Pat Longley
Linda Shaw (Children’s Museum)

In honor of
Doran & Pat Post
Alan & Katy Seberger

In honor of
Lyle Roberts
Jim & Jeannette Hain (Hero Flight)

In honor of
Dennis Thorell
Jim & Jeannette Hain (Hero Flight)
To remember, to pay tribute to, to honor; the people who have touched these are our lives.

In memory of
Gina Alfredson (DC Museum)
Harold & Joan Brown

In memory of
Marion Anderson
Dianne Jeffrey (JL EMS)

In memory of
Mike Araujo
Mark Jones (Samaritan Fund)

In memory of
Bill Bailey
Dianne Jeffrey (JL Trails)

In memory of
Raymond Benham
Aaron & Niki Solomon

In memory of
Jess Bliven
Kimberly Richman (YMCA)

In memory of
Cheri Blodget
Mitch & Jackie Berke (Hero Flight)

In memory of
Steve Brummet
Dave Schroeder (Hero Flight)

In memory of
Lupe Ceballos
Niki & Aaron Salomon

In memory of
Ed Cook
Elsie Barrett (Library)
Rick & Stephanie Buell (LCF)
Kay Denker
Dave & Carolyn Fairbanks
Peterson Farms (Library)
Bill & Meredith Orthman
Dennis Linder & Rebecca Ross (Library)
Reynolds, Inc. (Library)
Aaron & Niki Solomon
Ann Kauffman Smith (Library)
Donald & Darlene Kruse
Holly & Terry Warth (Library)

In memory of
Sheri Crawford
( Memorials have been directed towards Ann Crawford Alexander Scholarship Fund unless otherwise noted)
Marge Bader (DC Museum)
Kami Bailey
Gary & Nancy Wright

Brand Farms
Rick & Stephanie Buell (LCF)
Randy & Peggy Carpenter
Tim & Jane Davis
Mike & Karla Denker (LCF)
Downey Drilling
Tom & Cathy Fagot
Dave & Carolyn Fairbanks (LCF)
Jim & Sheli Garringer
John & Beverly Gustafson
Bruce & MJ Hart
Ted & Kelly Harvey
Heldt, McKeone, Copley (LCF)
Steve Heldt (LCF)
Marlene Hodgson
Mike Jeffrey
Mary Johnson
Phil & Jana Kolp
Chris & Kira Larsen
Lexington School District
Steve & Allison Luther
Doug & Donette Miller
Mike & Ronda Maloley
Jared & Torri McCracken
Jarrod Moseley
Muir Seeds
John & Lynn Mundorf
Bill & Meredith Orthman
Overton Veterinary Services
Toby Owens & Amy Bich Owens (LCF)
Marc & Brea Pile
Plum Creek Motors
Pinnacle Bank
Doran & Pat Post (LCF)
Reynolds Inc.
Aaron & Niki Solomon
Alan & Kathy Seberger
John & Julie Shields
Shotkoski Hay Company
Brent & Connie Smets
Paul & Janice Steib
Dave & Peggy Stenberg
Thomas Stuckey
Bill & Donna Stewert (LCF)
Dennis & Nancy Stucky
Bruce & Christine Treffer
Robert & Susan Wallace
Larry & Sherry Warner
Tom & Judy Wisdom
Tim & Sheryl Wozny
Gary & Nancy Wright

In memory of
Mercedes Dannehl
Bill & Meredith Orthman

In memory of
Karen Darby
Scott & Jennifer Mitchell

In memory of
Leoda Davis
Dianne Jeffrey (JL EMS)

In memory of
Karen Darby
Jennifer Mitchell

In memory of
Bill Denker
Kay Denker
Sarah & Bill Carver

In memory of
Jean Ford
Mitch & Jackie Berke
Heldt, McKeone, Copley (YMCA)
Derek & Beth Delp
Doors Unlimited, Inc.
Dave & Carolyn Fairbanks
Steve Heldt
Mark & Patty Jones
Darlene Kruse
Ron & Roz Lauk
Mike & Ronda Maloley
Bill & Meredith Orthman
Doran Post & Associates
Reynolds, Inc.
Aaron & Niki Solomon
Muriel Shea (Library)
Dennis & Nancy Thorell
U-Save Pharmacy (Library)
Betty Zimmerman

In memory of
Mary Goracke
Jim & Jeanette Hain (JL Trails)

In memory of
Tex Harvey
Curt Bennett & Jeffrey Nelson

In memory of
Nancy Hastings
Mark Jones (Royal Family Kids Camp)

In memory of
Ivan Henderson
Mike & Ronda Maloley

In memory of
Margy Hennek
Mike & Ronda Maloley (LVFD)
Doran & Pat Post
Muriel Shea (Library)
In memory of
Larry Irish
Docks Unlimited, Inc. (JL Trails)

In memory of
Linda Jensen
Jan Blevins

In memory of
Sally Jochum
Charlie & Karmen Cadwell

In memory of
Jill Kaiser
Jeremy & Teresa Kaiser

In memory of
Jeanie Kelly
Mark Jones (St. Mary’s Immigration)

In memory of
Carl Kjar
Jennifer Soncksen (Heartland Museum)

In memory of
Bea King
(Awards were directed towards Relay for Life unless otherwise noted)
Arlan & Pam Ackerman
Niki & Aaron Salomon
Linda Shaw

In memory of
Carroll Landstrom
Susan Rieker (DC Hero Flight)

In memory of
Tarah Lange
Two Bridges Counseling
(Human Trafficking Outreach)

In memory of
Eugene Lauby
Stephanie & Rick Ball (Tennis Dome)
Jim & Jeannette Hain (Tennis Dome)
Bernie Lauby (Tennis Dome)
Pinnacle Bank
Ken & Lola Vermas

In memory of
Stan Linch
(Memorials have been directed towards the Stan & Kay Linch Scholarship Fund unless otherwise noted)
Marge Bader
Pinnacle Bank
Jan Baruth
Pam Baruth
Randi & Peggy Carpenter
Darren & Christy Chirstinger
Gary & Jay Donelson
Sheryl Fox
Derek & Erin Haines
Tim & Bonnie Hansen
Ted & Kelly Harvey

In memory of
John & Patricia Hays
Scott & Amy Hill
Alma Kups
Marian Kline
Brian & Suzanne Knauss
Mike & Pattie Maguire
Max & Theresa McFarland
Terry & Roberta Monte
Dale & Rhonda Nelson
Kenneth & Donna Olson
Francis & Joyce Patch
Jim & Natalie Rickel
Amy Richer
Jim & Sally Schneider
Bradley & Gayle Schutz
Shelby Schwarz
Nancy Sorenson
Larry & Sharon Steinberger
Various Donors
Ken & Marie Wellman
Tim & Dianna Wheeler
Gary Willets
Tom & Judy Wisdom

In memory of
Art & Hermine Ludwig
Larry & Wynnie Reichs
(LRHC Charitable Fund)

In memory of
Steve Mazanec
Linda Shaw
(Relay for Life)

In memory of
Casey McGee
(Memorials have been designated to the Good Samaritan Fund unless otherwise noted)
Marge Bader
John & Stacy Cahill (JL Trails)
Raymond & Patricia Ehlers
John & Betty Gustafson
Gail & Donna Hal
Dick & CJ Helvey
Dick Hollinger & Barbara Graham
Larry & Janice Knoedler
Mike & Ronda Maloley
(Backpacks for Kids)
Toby Owens & Amy Biel Owens
Randi & Beth Rogers
Aaron & Nita Salomon
Mike & Linda Sutton
John & Judy Zauha
Edie Zetterman

In memory of
Kathy Neil
Chris & Jill Denker

In memory of
Jackie Pesek
Mitch & Jackie Berke
Jim & Jeanette Hain (JL Trails)
Mike & Ronda Maloley (Tennis Dome)
Doran & Pat Post

In memory of
James “Jim” Phinney
Mitch & Jackie Berke

In memory of
Velma Powers
Mitch & Jackie Berke
William & Linda Burns
Dave & Carolyn Fairbanks
Gayle & Johnnie Rowe
Brod & Jill Williams

In memory of
Ray Ruybalid
Jim & Jeanette Hain (Tennis Dome)

In memory of
Pat Schrader
LaVer Brinkman
Kay Denker
Donna Trueblood

In memory of
George Seberger
Al & Katy Seberger

In memory of
Gertie Sund
Susan Dannen
Don Tomasek (GGC)

In memory of
Randy Shackleton
Paul & Jeannie Homann
(Christmas Project)

In memory of
Dale Sherman
Mark Jones
(United Way)

In memory of
Dwight Trautman
Jan Blevins
Willburn & Elsie Boileau
Greg & Susan Kloch (JL Trails)

In memory of
Kay Parkhurst Walker
Linda Shaw
(Relay for Life)

In memory of
Virginia Wehr
Muriel Shea (Library)
The LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION establishes endowment funds and Administers the income for the betterment of the Lexington community. The LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt, non-profit organization under United States tax laws. Gifts to the Foundation are tax deductible to the extent applicable under the relevant tax law.

Phone: 308-324-6704
office@lexfoundation.org
lexfoundation.org
Tax ID# 47-0794760

THANK YOU to our Event Sponsors.
Our success in being able to raise money through our annual events is directly related to the support you provide us. We are partners in making an impact in our community!

2019 FOUNDATION EVENT SPONSORS:

LEXINGTON community foundation
607 North Washington
P.O. Box 422
Lexington, NE 68850

For more information on how you can become an Event Sponsor in 2019 please see the enclosed sponsor form, contact the Foundation or visit: lexfoundation.org

The LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION establishes endowment funds and Administers the income for the betterment of the Lexington community. The LEXINGTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt, non-profit organization under United States tax laws. Gifts to the Foundation are tax deductible to the extent applicable under the relevant tax law.